
Network XXX 2011
Broadcaster

Current Assets & 
Opportunities

Advertisers

Producers

'New' Advantage

Funding

Audience

Core Business

Established relationships/channels with Advertisers

Advertisers need guidance/education to make 
utilising multi-platform media easy for them

They have the IP for creative and marketing for 
brands to drive content

Advertisers need for education in using multi media 
creates opportunity to forge collaboration

Advertisers can bring strategic marketing elements 
to content created for commercial benefit 

Hungry for projects and funding

Network has established relationships with producers

Content development, production & distribution experience

Innovate schedule,content & advertising to stimulate 
audience 

Refresh culture to remove entrenched paradigms 
and political structures 

Late entry into digital terrain allows cheaper access 
to better technology facility and function. Less 
pioneering 'arrows in the hat'.

Network can be change driver and benefit from first 
mover advantage establishing this network as the 
destination hub for advertisers to create content 
desired by audiences. Create content with advertiser 
so they can own instead of rent the content.

To fund tools of technology

To fund content creation

To fund content procurement

To fund & capture best content creators

To capture tech wizz/digital talent

Option to raise funds through public company 
offerings

FTA Broadcast medium is FREE to view

Established easy communication channel - audience 
knows where and how to find them

Established Position - established brand and 
audience following

Market/audience penetration (though declining) 
makes it easier to introduce new content & generate 
following across platforms

Known service/functionality - No barrier to entry for 
audience eg additional equip or operating education 
required

Broadcaster content IP and industry position 
provides an 'auto-sort' function delivering popular 
content at suitable times

Live event capability

Can cultivate celebrity

Core business is entertainment

Industry IP - content production, purchase & 
distribution experience

Experience should provide advantage to discern 
content with quantifiable appeal to large audience base

Strength of local and international inter-media industry 
relationships, provide influence & throughput for 
syndication, cost effective cross promo & platform 
effect to boost early competitive advantage
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